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1. Introduction

The concept, for protection against external impacts such as

earthquakes, explosions blast waves and aircraft crashes consists

of a coordinated combination of organisational, plant engineering

and civil engineering protective measures. They fulfill the

safety engineering requirements of the nuclear pover plant

without impairing the operational interests.

According to the type of external impact there are different

protective measures:

-An earthquake is a larpe-srsa inrnact which affects all sectiür.c

of tue plant as well as the environs of the nuclear pover

plant.

-An explosion pressure wave and its resulting vibrations is a

local invact which is mainly limited to the nuclear power plant.

-An aircraft crash sud the resulting vibrations, the impact of

\;rsck parts, fuel blaze and smoke gases represent a locally

limirec ir..T).--c.~ which is restricted to individual buildings

of "Che power plant.

-jrnpact by third parties is t airen care of by special adHinistr&i.ive,

organizational and civil engineering measures. This comprises

especially the control and restriction of access as well as the

fuctional idependeace and self-sufficiency of -the provided

engineered safeguards measures

2. Functions to be Assured

The consequences of an external impact can differ. They need

not nececr.arily disturb the operation of the reactor or concern

equipmc-iit which is of safety-related importance. To trigger the

safety systems needed in the event of external impacts there are

no special "destiaiction signals" necessary; the available

sctpoints of tiie reactor protection system are used.

The foljov:ing functions also have to be assured for the protection

of the eriVironncnt against inadmissible release of radioactivity

in the event of external impacts:
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L>:tt-T"inl impacts are usually followed by a setpoint signal

Cc.r.» '-:ftcr failure of feedwater supply setpoint signal "oteara

generator water level too low"). This setpoint signal causes fast

shutdown, even if as a result of the external impact the power

supnly has been interrupted. This is because the control

assemblies drop - by gravity as sole energy source - into the

reactor core and shut it down every time the power supply of

their holding coils is interrupted. The reactor is then in the

"hot-subcritical" condition.

Also, during cool-down of the reactor coolant system, the volume

contraction of the coolant has to be compensated, and an absorber

for compensation of the reactivity increase due to the negative

temperature coefficient has to be injected.

2.2 Kas

The design of the reactor building (including containment, annulus

and valve conpsr-toent) is such that neither by explosion prescurs

wave nor by aircraft crash will the function of the equipment to

be protected in the buildings be impaired. Particularly the

reactor coolant system remains undanbed. The residual heat

removal thus works through emergency feedwater infection on the

secondary side of the steam generator and by discharging steam

into the atmosphere as heat sink. In order to control an accident

independently of the availability of external aid, a 10-hour

emergency fsedwater supply necessary for the heat x'eraoval procedure

described above is stored in the emergency feed building. These

supplies have to be renewed before this tine limit runs out. The

measures necessary for shutdown and heat removal are automatically

initiated so that the reactor remains in a hot subcritical

condition for at least 10 hours independently of manual intervention

and oí her supplies.

In contrast to aircraft crash and explosion pressure waves, the

impact of an earthquake is not u n i t e d to the power plant itself,

so that in the case of earthquakes external help cannot be

expected after 10 hours. The protection system against earthquakes

also includes, therefore, besides the systems for using the

atmosphère as heat sink, the systems for direct heat renoval from

the reactor core (rocjdual heat removal loops). This, however,



requires in aúcUx-f>on the earthqxiake protection of the switchge&r

l.uildinr, P.- ¿çe.ïvy diesel building arid emergency service water

supply.- _ - ' _ • - - : - : - . - . : '-••-.• •• ----- - - • - •

2.~j Limitation of Kadioactivity Release

Kost of the radioactive components are arranged v?ithin the reactor

building (containment and annulus). This reactor building is

protected against all types of external impacts. The structural

assign of the reactor auxiliary building is such that a partial

protection of the radiologically important components is provided

íi¡:ainst external impact, taking especially into consideration

fuel blaz.es after an airplane crash; so the effect of possible

desti'uctions in the reactor auxiliary "building can be kept within

the limits acceptable for such accidents.

J. System engineering Equipment for Aircraft Crash and Explosion
Fressiîr? Waves

The turbine building with all its components for "normal" operational

heat removal (f eedv.'ater storage, feedv.'ater system, turbine-

generator, condenser, main stean bypass) as v:ell as the pov»er

supply through turbine-generator and the start-up systems are

not protected against external impacts. Therefore availability

of these parts of the system cannot be taken for granted. In the

event of external impact, therfore, loss of the main heat sink

(turbine or bypass system v:ith condenser) as v/ell as failure of

the feedv.-ater pump system must be assumed. In these cases the

energy is therefore removed by evaporation of feedwater and

steam exhaust into the atmosphere. The measures to assure

functioning of this "substitute heat sink" consist of

-avoiding of uncontrolled evaporation: this means the minimum steam

generator uafcer level is not to fall below the minimum setpoint

and the temperature of- the reactor coolant is not to drop too

K.uch in order to avoid re-criticality of the reactor;

-e-TSuring the feedwater supply into the steam generators

-assuring the heat transfer from the reactor core to the ste?jn

generators Ly natural circulation inside the primary system.

The systcE components necessary to ensure these functions are

ncc.co.T.odDtc-d in different sections of the plant. In ordhr to



Di-oocct those sy.it.aai component;- vrhicb. ensure these functions

it would bs necessary to -protect a najor part of the reactor

plant; _uy structural measures. In norae cases such protection

is not feasible due to special structural features (extensive

and wide halls such as turbine building). Apart from the ; —

question of cost, .it -.would' also severly obstruct plant operation

if ma^or"sections of the reactor plant.would have to be protected.

This anplies particularly in view of sabotage-protection and

the necessary control and restriction of access. In order to

ensure the necessary protection against external impacts,

taking into consideration at the same time operational requirements

and observing the question of cost, K¥U has re-considered the

system engineering in their standard plants. The systems concept

•was partly redesigned, and in particular the spatial arrangement

ves changed in order to minimise the number of buildings and the

equipment to be protected against external impact.

The basic idea here was to avoid impairing the primary system

by such measures as structural protection and consideration

of all occurring loads as a result of an aircraft crash or an

explosion pressure wave, so that loss of coolant accidents in

connection '.;ith external impacts can be disregarded. Thus,

particularly the protection and functioning of emergency cooling

système is not necessary, which néant also less measuring and

control t-q̂ ipinent, a reduction in electrical power, and in-

dependence of the service water supply. It was possible to

concentrate all system engineering measures necessary to ensure

the ebove mentioned functions

- shutdown and lone-term subcriticality of the reactor

- steam generator* feeding

- necessary isolation measures

within the reactor building and the emergency feed building

described below, so that only those two buildings have to be

protected against such e?:ternal inpacts as aircraft crash

and explosion pressure waves. As all required measuring and

control equipment, the necessary part of the reactor protection

systera, and the emergency diesel generators for power supply

are also located in the esergency feed building, it was not

necessary to provide structural protection for



- turbine build ir.;,

- siíitchinar building

- tiEierE_-ency_die£el -.building, .. . . . . . .

- circulatingL-uater .-supply.

This concept for the protection against explosion pressure

waves and aircraft crash does not result in any new approaches

as to earthquakes, because here - following the present

licensing practice - one still has to start from the basic

philosophy that all safety-related features - i.e. including

those for direct residual heat removal from the reactor core

via the residual heat removal system - have to remain available

Tor safety oessures in the event of earthquakes.

/i-. Emergency feed System to Control Accidents by Aircraft Crash,
Explosion Pressure Waves and Sabotape

The emergency feed system consists of M- independent trains each of

which is exclusively assigned to one of the 4- steam generators.

Because of the requirement for an independent energy supply in

every tr?in, the emergency feed pump and the generator necessary

for securing the enercy supply are direct-driven by a diesel

engine. This diesel generator can be cooled by the deaineralised

water feeding the steam generators, so making self-sufficieny

possible. The emergency feed trains are located in the emergency

feed building in separate roons so that, if one train is damaged,

so other train can be involved. The eite-rgency feed building also

contains the respective stocks of aeiaineraiizea water and diesel

oil, the measuring and control equipment necessary to control an

accident and automatic initiation of the required countermeasures

and the corresponding cwitchgears. The design of the systems

corresponds in its ^-fold redundancy to the design of the other

safety Systems. This design was selected regardless of the

redundancy required for controlling external impacts because

the syster.i3 located in the emergency feed building are not only

used for the control of accidents resulting from external impacts

but also for the control of accidents which occur in the feed-

water/m:.in-steam cycle of the system itself and to ensure heat

j-eir.oval via the steam generators during the high pressure phase

of emergency coo]ing following a LOCA. Because 4-fold redundancy



h;-»: \>..M!:t i!íí.-od..-od foi' these système; already, thic c'c-c i en

r.rî ririlo v.\ir ncinptcd» V.'ith the concentration OJ. nil measures

ne"c:::::•.!•;.• to í/overn "saf uty-rcO sted cones" ii; the emergency

Toed building a clear.cepsratdon oí "operational tasks", and

"safety tasks" was possible; the systems for operational

etsas renerator feeding inside the turbine building could

be completely stripped of their safety-related tasks and

their degree of redundancy could be reduced to the scope

required for operational and availability reasons.

5. Lonr-Term líe asures

The protection concept for external impacts is based on

assuring self-sufficiency for 10 hours. For this purpose

sufficient devineraiised water is stored. The diesel fuel

stored is sufficient for at least 24 hours. For replenishnent

of the cenincralñsed water stock, several possibilities are

provicded, e.g. feeding in of unused supplies from the

deir.inc-rslized v.T. t er pool of the emergency feed building, or

refilling by neans of fire hoses and similar local measures.

This creates the possibility of iong-tera residual heat

renovsl via the steam generators.

Long-term residual heat removal can, however, also be carried

out by is e ans of the emergency residual heat removal chain. Via

this system, cooling of the reactor when unpressuri^ed and

cooling of the spent fuel pool is possible. The changeover

froiE stfeara exhaust into the atmosphere to emergency residual

heat removal with the emergency heat removal chain can, however,

only be undertaken if coolant pressure and coolant temperatrue

in the reactor coolant system have been reduced beforehand,

at least to the design values of the emergency and residual

heat renoval syctem. This is done manually from the emergency

control station.
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liuriaif the refuel ling phase the natural circulation in the

reactor coolant system and thus the heat transfer from the

reactor to the steals generators is no longer possible. In

order to enable the unpressurized reactor coolant system

and the spent fuel pool to be cooled, two empergency residual

heat removal chains are provided which fulfill the following
-f- *i r~-^r •-» •

- renoval of residual heat from the reactor pressure vessel

and/or the spent fuel pool in the event of failure as a

result of external impacts during the refuelling phase,

- cooling of the spent fuel pool in the event of a failure

during power operation.

The activation of the residual heat removal chain does not

der.and automatic measures as there is sufficient time for

Esnual intervention after the occurrence of the failure. The

e-ner-̂ ency heat renoval chain differs from the "normal"

residual neat removal chain necessary for controlling loss

of coolant, accidents: Only two out of the four cooling chains

available are protected against aircraft crash and explosion

pressure waves by appropriate arrangement (sufficient physical

separation) and appropriate underground routing. In addition

the p'.nnps in this residual heat removal chain are adapted

to suit the reduced capacity of the cooling chain and the

reduced head of the fuel pool pump in order to keep the energy

requirement of the emergency feed generators as low es possible.

7- Other external inpacts:

The task of this paper is to discuss the basis design against
external impacts, discussing the measures against earthquake,
aircraft crash and e:xplosion shock waves. Protection against
other external inro acts is



- iiü-.judcd in this basic design., for instance in the case

of ..«iXte.rjiñi-.MÍS3xT03_ or_ terriíídoes or_-:r;_ -., .-. • .-.._-

- give only a.core orjless .small„modification."of_• thé basic

design, for instance in the case of explosive or burnable

£&sec or • • • •

- need olant modifications dependant of site properties for

instance in the case of measures against flooding or

- is done by coans of conventional measures as in the

case of lightning protection.

S. Missives

The basic design against e~-rternal impacts includes protection

against external missiles (see above), for instance such

missiles v?hich nay occur in connection with tornadoes or

external explosions.

The f ui i client al principle of the protection against internal

missiles is the splitting of the safety systems into four

redundancies (4 x 50 % design) and their strict spatial

separation with additional concrete barriers between these

redundancies. Therefore the reactor building inside and

outside- the containment and all other buildings with safety

related systerns are divided in four sections. Each section

belongs to only one redundaney of the safety systems including

power supply, instrumentation and control. In addition to this

fundamental measure the probability of missiles occuring is

lessened by safety-oriented design and consistently applying

engineering principles at these components which are potentiel

sources of missiles.
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